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The Sing-Song Of John Q. Post-Human


Not always was the Man as we now behold him, but a Different Organism, with a largely fixed genome. He was weak and he was limited, yet his pride was inordinate: he shared a common genetic ancestry with every organism on Earth, and he went to the mainstream genetic engineers.
	He went to the mainstream engineers at the beginning of the 2000’s, saying, “Make me different from all other organisms by the end of this generation.”
	Up jumped the engineers from their dependence on federal funding and shouted, “Go Away!”
	He was weak and he was limited, yet his pride was inordinate: he dwelt within a narrow environmental range on just one planet, and he went to the privately funded fringe experimenters.
	He went to the fringe experimenters in the late 2100’s, saying “Make me different from all other organisms; make me also, free from my niche, within the next ten years.”
	Up jumped the private experimenters from their desire for legitimacy and shouted “Go Away!”
	He was weak and he was limited, yet his pride was inordinate: he poisoned his environment as he tried to control it, and he went to the underground gene-hackers.
He went to the hackers in 22-something, saying “Make me different from all other organisms; give me freedom from habitat and energy within a single week.”
Up jumped the hackers from their hiding places in the infrastructure and shouted, “Yes, we will!”
	The hackers made a virus -- gene-twisting virus-- always infectious, voracious for methylation, and put it in a syringe.  The hackers said, “Virus! Go to work, virus.  Do you see this creature before you?  He wants to be different and habitat independent.  Virus, make him so!”
	Quickly bred the virus -- gene-hacking virus-- and said, “Mmmm, fresh meat!”
	Off went the virus -- gene-warping virus-- always infectious, with a changing protein coating, into Man’s genome.
Off went Man’s immune system defenses, doing their best to keep up with the invasion as if it was a standard viral infection.
This, O Beloved of mine, ends the first part of the tale.
Man ran up a fever; he ramped up his T-cells; he drank more fluids and he took to his bed; he tried antibiotics although he knew that he shouldn’t; he fought the virus until his immune system ached.  
 He had to!
Still survived the virus -- ever-breeding virus-- always changing, rewriting junk sequences, never getting pushed back, always taking more ground, --went deep into Man’s genome.
It had to!
Still fought Man’s defenses -- his genetic defenses.  He sent glycosylase; he sent endonuclease; He sent in the methylase; he sent in polymerase; he broke up thymine dimers wherever he found them; he fought till his nucleosomes ached.  
He had to!
Still survived the virus --thriving little virus—better and better, totally insidious, never getting pushed back, always taking more ground; and eventually there was a total systemic infection.
Now, there wasn’t any medicine, and there wasn’t any effective gene therapy, and Man didn’t know what in the world he was going to do, so his genetic code rewrote itself and he changed.
He had to!
He changed his muscle fibers, he changed his heat-shock protein, he lost a few vertebrae and he got nerves like an octopus.  He became a teleologically adapting post-human.
First he learned to eat mercury; then to thrive with weather chaos; then he turned bright green with chlorophyll; his genes growing stronger, his helices longer.  He hadn’t any time for nostalgia or stasis, and he wanted them both very much.
Still survived the virus--now a symbiotic virus—still rewriting, still quite virulent, wondering when it would be considered a natural part of Man’ s genetic gestalt.
First he changed to live in vacuum; then he changed to live on sunlight; he changed so he could fly on a hard solar wind.
He had to!
He became uber-empathic, and sensitive to magnetism; his brain made manifest sundry psychic powers; and he changed on demand unstoppably.
Still survived the virus – almost unnecessary virus—dwindling to the margins, no longer independent, wondering what in the world or out of it might now stabilize Man’s genotype.
Then came the hackers from their lairs in the darkness, and said, “It’s been a week.”
Hidden was the virus-- in plain sight like mitochondria—still infectious but now become redundant, living in every cell.
Down flopped Man--in his many newfound bodies-- one stuck out a tail, like a milking-stool behind him and said, “Thank goodness that’s finished!”
Then said the hackers, who are always proud of their work, “Why aren’t you grateful to us and our virus?  Why don’t you thank us for all we have done for you?”
Then said Man--future-shocked Man—“ You’ve changed me out of the form of my heritage; you’ve driven me out from my old familiar biome, you’ve altered my shape so I’ll never get it back, and you’ve played Old Scratch with my genes.”
Then said the hackers, “Perhaps we’re mistaken, but didn’t you ask us to make you different from all other organisms, as well as to make you habitat and energy independent?  And now it is one week later.”
“Yes,” said Man, “I wish that I hadn’t.  I thought you would do it with add-ons and intelligence amplification, but this is a practical joke!”
“Joke!” said the hackers from their labs in their garages, “Say that again, and we’ll whip up some nanotech that will turn you into gray goo!”
“No”, said Man. “I must apologize.  “Sentience is sentience, and you needn’t alter it as far as I am concerned.  I only meant to explain to Your Eminences that I have had no inheritable continuity since last Wednesday, and I’m feeling very adrift.”
“Yes”, said the virus, inasmuch as it was able, “I am in just the same situation.  I have made him different from all other organisms, but now our genetic codes are inextricably locked.  What of my individuality?”
Then said the hackers from their newfound fame “Come and ask us about it tomorrow, because now we are going to party like rock stars.”
So they were left in the middle of a now wide-open universe, post-human Man, and his symbiotic virus, and each said, “That’s your fault.”

THIS is the mouth-filling song   
Of the race that was run by a primate,
Run in a single burst--only event of its kind--
Started in underground labs, with RNA/DNA cognates,
Old Humanity first: the rewriting virus behind.

Humankind evolved away,
Its genome mutating madly--
Changing from morning till night,
Whole chromosomes at a time.
The insidious virus lay
In every cell ubiquitously--
Inserted to re-write,
For an evolution'ry climb!

No one could tell which was which,
Their habitat had no clear borders,
For that particular Niche
Hadn't been given a name.
They started new species,
And genera, families and orders
(Look at Linnaeus, please),
And nevermore were the same.
	
S'posing you could change
Into forms both varied and mythic,
With changing transcriptions
Much as these organisms did
You would feel rather strange,
But your phenotypes would be terrific--
Yes, my importunate son,
You'd be a Marvellous Kid! 


